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Create art  together!

The core idea is simple: Starting with just a title all players 
 have limited time to draw the most exciting, beautiful or
funny picture they can think of. All suggestions are put up for
vote in order to decide which picture is the best! The winning
picture becomes the starting-point of the next round, where
players change and manipulate the picture to improved. This
goes on for a set number of rounds or until the players agree
to end the game.

Daobee is a free-to-earn NFT-creation browser-game in
which players create exciting art, memes and stories together
with others. All artworks created on Daobee are put up for
public auction as NFTs and all earnings get shared equally
between the players and Daobee.

Embrace the bee

Daobee connects – “Bees together strong”

NFTs play a vital role on Daobee. They unlock functional and
cosmetic features for their holders. Some NFTs will directly
unlock unique and exclusive perks while others will add points
to their users “Honey-meter” - a counter that unlocks more
and more features as the number goes up! 

Daobee will also accept partner NFTs to unlock features and
add to the Honey-meter, making it IOTAs first "Layer-2 NFT
utility" provider and catalyzer of the NFT ecosystem!

What's more fun than creating memes together with
strangers on the internet? Well, how about getting
paid for doing so! 



Be accessible 
Daobee will bring in new audiences into IOTA by being fun,
accessible and free to play! While most crypto-games shock their
new users with considerable starting-costs, Daobee will welcome 
 everyone - without upfront cost or any prior crypto-experience.
However, only with a connected wallet users will be able to earn
while playing, creating interest in newcomers to make their first
steps into crypto.

Connect – With art and memes
We believe that connecting people with art and games will always
unleash everyones best creative potential. On Daobee people from
all walks of life will form a melting pot of wild ideas and cultures -
a birthing place of new creations and viral memes.

Multiply - Connecting the IOTA NFT ecosystem
Daobee will allow partnering NFTs to unlock features on the
platform - a new concept that we call “Layer-2 NFT utility”. This will
accelerate growth and community in the whole NFT ecosystem and
introduce a whole new layer of answers to the age-old question
“what are NFTs good for?”.

Earn together
Players create value for other players - the core of Daobees
play2earn philosophy. No "new-players-pay-old-players" pyramid-
schemes: Everyone will be able to play Daobee for free and earn
$BEES just by  creating art, memes and utility-NFTs for the
community.

Access, connect, multiply, earn together
Design Principles



Gameplay

Picture games
Starting with only a title all players have several rounds with  
l imited time to create the most exciting, funny or creative
picture. All suggestions are put up for vote in order to decide
which one wins the round. The winning picture becomes the
starting point for the next round and will  be modified and
changed by the players to become even more exciting, funny
or creative! The game continues for a set number of rounds
or until  the players agree to end it.

Text games
Players create stories, poems, jokes or any other kind of text,
inspired by just a title and, optionally, a starting sentence.
Over the course of several rounds new words and sentences
get added to the growing text by the players, thereby creating
a true collaborative multi-author artwork.

Daobee is all about creating art and stories together
and selling them as NFTs.  The first release will
feature two main game modes:

NFT-Auctions
After every game the resulting artwork is put up for public
auction as a NFT. All earnings of these auctions are shared
equally between the authors and Daobee.

Unlockable features 
Daobee offers functional and cosmetic features to spice up
games and to express emotions and reactions. This includes
super-votes, timer-manipulation, highlights, special emojis,
stickers and much more. All these features can be unlocked
simply by holding accepted NFTs (see chapter: "NFTs").



Being a free2play browser-game wil l  considerably lower the
barr ier  of entry for new players and  attract new and crypto-
naive audiences. However ,  whi le playing wil l  be for free,
earning $BEES and accessing al l  features wil l  only be
possible when connecting with a crypto wallet.  This wil l
create interest and a strong incentive for newcomers to
make their  f i rst  steps into the world of crypto and IOTA
specif ical ly.

Free2Play
Daobee is the f irst  project to spearhead the concept of
“Free2Earn” crypto-gaming -  a combination of the two
establ ished concepts “Free2Play” and “Play2Earn”.  While al l
core functions on Daobee wil l  be avai lable for free,  players
wil l  have the opportunity to earn $BEES cryptocurrency in
the process of playing.

Free2Earn

Play2Earn

At the end of each game the col laboratively created artwork
wil l  be put up for publ ic auction as a NFT. Al l  earnings from
this auction wil l  be shared equal ly between Daobee and the
creators,  giving players an earning opportunity with every
single game.

Daobee NFTs wil l  not only have meme- and art ist ic value,
but they wil l  also unlock features on the Daobee platform.



Create and collect to unlock features 

NFTs play a vital part on all levels of the Daobee experience.
Not only do players collaboratively create new NFTs in their
games, but holding any kind of accepted NFT in their wallets 
 unlocks functional and cosmetic features.

Two ways to unlock new features on
Daobee with NFTs:

Daobee premium NFTs 
Some NFTs are premium ,  which means that they unlock
unique, NFT-specific features to their holders. The first
example for that will  be the upcoming Daobee family  NFT
collection in which each character will  unlock character-
specific features.

Honey-meter (number go up)
All accepted NFTs points to the Honey-meter of their holder.
This counter unlocks more and more features on Daobee as it
rises. However not all NFTs are created equal: Some add
more points to the counter than others, depending on their
value.

Daobee-NFTs



Three different kinds of Daobee NFTs

Daobee original collections
Daobee original NFTs are created and released directly by
Daobee. They are premium  NFTs that grant unique perks to
their owners while also adding to their Honey-meter. 

The first example  is the Daobee-Family ,  which represents the
Daobee team members. They will  be obtainable only in the
upcoming NFT crowdfunding event. They let their holders
participate in the upcoming $BEES airdrops and grant access
to Daobee beta-testing.

Daobee community NFTs
Daobee community NFTs are created by users playing on
Daobee. After each game is finished the resulting artworks are
put up for public auction and sold to the highest bidder. All
Daobee user NFTs add to the Honey-meter of their holder.
Their value is proportional to the buying price at their original
NFT-creation auction - meaning the higher the price the more
features it unlocks!

Daobee partner NFTs
Daobee connects the whole IOTA NFT ecosystem, by letting
NFTs from partnering projects unlock features. This will  make
Daobee into the first layer-2 NFT util ity provider on IOTA.
Partner NFTs will  add to their users Honey-meter and, in
special cases, even go full-on premium  with unique features!



Daobee is more than a crypto-game – It is the connecting tissue
and a catalyzer for the whole IOTA NFT ecosystem. Daobee will
allow NFTs from partnering projects to unlock new features on its
platform. This brings in a completely new dimension of
ecosystem synergies that we call “Layer-2 NFT util ity”. 

Bees together strong – a win-win-win situation
Synergies are situations in which all involved parties benefit from
each other. Layer-2 NFT util ity platforms like Daobee enable a
triple-win for the NFT ecosystem.

Win for the NFT holders
Every holder of a partnering NFT gains extra util ity without the
need to pay any additional costs.
 
Win for the NFT projects
NFT projects gain additional util ity for their NFTs and a stronger
sales-pitch to their customers.
 
Win for the layer-2 NFT utility platform
Providers of layer-2 util ity tap directly into existing NFT
communities and gain higher attention and a wider community.

The missing puzzle piece
Layer-2 util ity will  connect isolated NFT projects and amplify the
util ity and value of whole NFT ecosystems.
As a first-mover we expect Daobee to increase the value of the
IOTA NFT ecosystem and potentially set a new trend of layer-2
util ity for future projects.

Layer-2 NFT utility
IOTAs first NFT ecosystem-multiplier



Bid for NFTs in publ ic auctions. Al l  earning from public auctions
wil l  go to the NFT creators (50%) and to Daobee (50%).

Tip other players as a reward for their  great work.  You wil l  be
able to t ip individual  users or games,  in which case al l  co-
authors wil l  receive an equal share.

Buy emojis ,  awards and in-game features directly from Daobee

Daobee Token ($BEES) wil l  be the central  currency on Daobee.
$BEES wil l  be a ful l - f ledged cryptocurrency based on IOTA. As with
other cryptocurrencies,  users wil l  be able to trade and store their
tokens freely – a fundamental  addit ion of freedom in comparison to
conventional  in-game currencies.

Use $BEES to:

.

$BEES Tokenomics
Total  supply:  1.000.000.000 (One bi l l ion $BEES)

Burn: A proport ion of $BEES in the Daobee treasury wil l  regularly
get burned 

Daobee's utility cryptocurrency
$BEES



Init ial  distribution of $BEES 

Ecosystem and early users 60%
   Roll ing airdrop to Daobee family NFT holders (10% of total  $BEES)
   Daobee family NFT holders wil l  continue to receive $BEES for years 
   to come.

   Init ial  DeFi l iquidity
   Daobee wil l  be avai lable on establ ished IOTA DeFi platforms.

   Promotion and early-users-airdrops
   Early Daobee users and supporters wil l  be rewarded with $BEES.

Init ial  airdrops 7.5%
    Init ial  Daobee family NFT airdrop (5%)
    Holders of Daobee family NFTs wil l  receive 7.5% of total  $BEES in  
    an init ial  airdrop.

    Airdrop to IOTA community (2.5%)
    We wil l  give back to the IOTA community by airdropping $BEES to   
    every IOTA mainnet token holder.

Growth and development 12.5%
Funds to pay operational  costs,  servers,  future team members and
other expenses.

Partnerships 10%
A reserve used to attract and reward future partners and investors .

Team 10%
Daobee team members receive part  of their  compensation in the form
of $BEES. These wil l  be unlocked over t ime to incentivice continued
efforts.

Availabil i ty after release
$BEES wil l  be avai lable on several  IOTA DeFi platforms. 
Init ial  l iquidity wil l  be ensured by Daobees l iquidity pool.
Users wil l  also be able to buy $BEES directly on the Daobee platform
using various cryptocurrencies and f iat.



Beny the Bear (Benedikt Naumann) 
Position: Co-Founder,  CDO

Bio:  Ful l  t ime nerd and crypto enthusiast.  Likes to l i ft  heavy and to dive
way to deep into nerdy topics.  Hodling cryptos since the early days and
believes IOTA wil l  win.  Aims to be a ful l - t ime crypto degen soon™.

Motto: "Levo ergo sum."

DAOBEE TEAM

Patrick the Penguin (Patrick Fischer)
Position:  Co-founder,  CEO + CTO

Bio: Crypto nerd and IOTA maximalist  since 2017. Co-founder of the
IOTA Content Creators DAO and dancer of Discord.  Background as
professional software engineer ,  went ful l - t ime crypto-degen in 2022.

Motto: "Ask and It  Is Given”

Felicia the Fox (Felicia Kaßenbrock) 
Position: Lead UI /  UX Designer

Bio:  Crazy designer with a love for detai l  and more than 10 years of
professional experience. Lover of handcrafts.  Master of arts in media
production.  Original ly from Indonesia,  now l iv ing in Germany. IOTA hodler.

Motto: "Daobee to the moon!"

Razz the Rabbit  (Lee Carull i)
Position: GFX Designer  

Bio:  Lover of sweets,  art ist  for the bee's ,  crypto student and dedicated
IOTA lass.  IOTA Content Creators DAO. Background in al l  things creative;
painting,  pottery ,  cake decorating,  and i l lustrations on the tangle.  

Motto:  "Turn obstacles into opportunit ies."  

Linus the Lizard (Linus Naumann)
Position: Co-founder,  COO, marketing

Bio: Long-t ime IOTA supporter ,  tech-educator and co-founder of the IOTA
Content Creators DAO. Background in genetic engineering and science
communication at Max-Planck Institute before going ful l  crypto-degen.

Motto: “Sometimes you reap what you sow!”



Daobee reveal + whitepaper
Introducing Daobee to the public and bringing
in early community.

NFT sale + partnership reveals
Funding Daobee and setting sails for development

Closed beta
Early community will be invited to help with testing.

Open beta
Everybody can play! Help us making playing
Daobee the best experience possible!

Daobee 1.0
We did it! Play Daobee for free, create and earn
with others!

Roadmap

Expand the bee!
Adding new game modes, features and
mobile support!



Daobee UG (haftungsbeschränkt) i .G.
Rheinstr.  13
49134 Wallenhorst
Germany

District  Court Osnabrück
Managing director /  CEO:  Patr ick Fischer
E-Mail :  info@daobee.org

Disclaimer:  
No part  of this document should be interpreted as f inancial
advice or as a guarantee of the future performance of Daobee
and their  respective tokens,  or of any other investment
mentioned herein.  

Cryptocurrencies and NFTs are highly speculative and are
subject to a variety of market forces and f luctuations that are
beyond the Daobee team's control .  Among these are,  but are
not l imited to,  macroeconomic trends and government
regulations.  No one associated with this paper or Daobee is
responsible for the performance of your asset ,  the del ivery of
tokens to your wallet ,  or  the security of your wallet.

When purchasing and investing in cryptocurrencies,  NFTs,  and
other digital  assets,  i t  is your responsibi l i ty to take al l
necessary security precautions.

Contact and legal

Version 1.0


